Custody Confusion (Continued from page 2)
document that this issue remains in a state of flux. Other
options include to “sit tight” and wait for that hoped
for IM guidance, have clients retract their authorization
to transfer monies between their accounts or add these
accounts to a surprise exam, she adds.
The Schwab communique suggests advisers may wish
to revise their Form ADV to indicate they have custody
or “you may be at risk of receiving a deficiency letter.”
Huey recommends you (1) determine which accounts
have the authority to move funds (2) note the accounts
in which you’ve used this authority in the last year and
(3) make sure you have written authorization from these
clients to move money among their accounts.
“This is too important of an issue to let it continue
for two more years,” states Huey. It “needs to be addressed one way or other.” She fears, if left unresolved, it
could one day lead to an enforcement action. “That’s
unacceptable to me. [The SEC staff ] need to get this
resolved,” she adds. 

A mix of pleasure and disappointment
percolates after new SEC Form ADV rule
Reactions to the SEC’s final rule  revising Form
ADV and the books and records rule include gratitude
that the agency listened to some industry comments,
although some feel disappointment that their input failed
to persuade a last-minute change (IA Watch , Sept. 1,
2016).
“I don’t think this [rule] is earth-shattering. This
is not going to transform the industry,” says Richard
Marshall, a partner with Katten in New York.

generate “precise numbers” will add to their burdens,
says Krista Zipfel, CEO/president of Advisor Solutions
Group in Newport Beach, Calif. “For some of the smaller
firms, the reality is they have not adopted technology to
the level ... that I think the SEC thinks the world has,”
she continues.
“The question is what is the SEC going to do with all
of this data,” says Marshall. “I do think there’s a risk that
the SEC will be overwhelmed with information that they
don’t have the ability to absorb.”
Zipfel believes the new question about the use of
outsourced CCOs will clearly be used by OCIE to select
exam targets. “It will increase their risk score” in the eyes
of OCIE when firms flag that they rely on an outsourced
CCO, she states.
Marshall adds that he believes the disclosure provision will reduce the number of advisers that turn to
outsourced CCOs, and that’s not good. He regards the
option as ideal for some firms with few employees and
resources.
“The bar will be raised” on the quality of outsourced
CCO firms because of the new Form ADV question,
believes Debra Brown, president of Self Audit, Inc., a
Beverly Farms, Mass.-firm that provides outsourced CCO
services.

Feeling left out
“It’s disappointing,” says Mark Elovitz, a partner
with Schulte Roth & Zabel in New York, that the
agency didn’t accept his comments and expand the
umbrella registration concept to non-U.S.-based advisers
and exempt-reporting advisers. Also, he’s baffled as to
why the agency didn’t blanket SMA data reporting with
confidentiality protections.

But it could challenge smaller firms. “What’s good
for a J.P. Morgan isn’t necessarily good for [a small]
asset manager,” says Adrian Day, president, Adrian Day
Asset Management ($102M in AUM) in Annapolis,
Md. While he’ll cope with this latest rule, it’s really
“the accumulative burden of all of these things,” adds
Day. “When you add it all up for a small firm, you are
inevitably taking time away from managing clients’
portfolios and servicing clients.”

Conversely, Investment Adviser Association
President/CEO Karen Barr is “very pleased” that the
SEC accepted the IA A’s suggestion that the threshold for
reporting borrowings and derivatives be hiked to $500
million in AUM.

Data demands

Books and records

Take the Item 5 data that will be required on separately managed accounts. Expecting smaller advisers to

“It seems odd that Form PF is confidential” but not
Form ADV SMAs reporting, says Elovitz.

John Ruark, a lawyer with Funkhouser Vegosen
(Form ADV Reactions, continued on page 4)

Red-lined version of coming Form ADV released by SEC
It can be hard to track all of those Form ADV changes contained in the SEC’s new final rule  (IA Watch ,
Sept. 1, 2016; see reactions story on this page). So the agency has made it easier on you by releasing a red-lined version
 of the new Form ADV. The new Form will be effective in October 2017. 
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Form ADV Reactions (Continued from page 3)

Seek a POA

Liebman in Chicago, wishes the SEC had taken a
different stance on the books and records rule change.
While most advisers keep records to support their
performance marketing, some older relationships date
back to before computers. “That was a much different
world than the world we have now,” he says. In these
cases, firms won’t be able to use such performance
numbers.

Inquire if the client has a signed power of attorney
document, suggests Casserly. He recommends that
advisers begin to ask clients about creating a POA
when they reach their 50s. There are usually two: one
for medical care, the other for financials. Some states
combine these into one document, he adds.

The upshot of the books and records changes is easy
to translate, contends Elovitz: “It means that the SEC
continues to be serious about its scrutiny of performance
advertising.”

Brookstone’s advisers may recommend clients assemble a medical POA or a trust.

Brown believes it wasn’t coincidental that the Form
ADV rule appeared on the same day the SEC announced
a series of performance advertising enforcement actions
tied to the F-Squared case (IA Watch , Sept. 1,
2016). At least the rules change will give the agency
law to cite rather than to engage in “regulation through
enforcement,” she adds.
The Form ADV rule’s estimate of how many hours
it will take firms to comply (16 hours) is a gross underestimation, Brown asserts. 

Care of Elderly Clients (Continued from page 1)
someone “to take care of one’s affairs if something
happens, not just because one becomes old. Financial
planning is not just about investments. It is also about
making certain recommendations to make a client’s life
easier,” she says.

Build a family tree
Create a “family tree” for each client, with a hierarchy
of who to turn to, recommends Timothy Casserly,
an elder care attorney and CFP® who also runs Arista
Investment Advisors ($224M in AUM) in Albany, N.Y.
There are options if a client hasn’t designated anyone
else. Weiss recommends you check with the custodian.
Perhaps the client has notified the custodian of an
alternative person to work with. Brookstone’s Lovett
sometimes will work with estate planning attorneys to
broach the subject.
Some law firms “will give a free consultation with the
client. That helps a lot,” says Lovett. The attorney can be
seen as an impartial participant. Other professionals the
client works with, such as a CPA, may also be an avenue
for you.
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“For most people, they sign it and we just put it in
our safe and we never need it,” says Casserly.

The situation grows dicier if there’s no POA and the
client remains adamant about not letting you contact
anyone. Then the only option may be guardianship or
conservatorship, depending on what your state calls it.
“Essentially, you’re going to court and asking a judge
to prove that this person is incapacitated,” says Casserly.
“You don’t want to go that route because it’s so expensive,”
he adds.
Of course, being a court proceeding, it trumps the
client’s privacy rights.
Often, it will be a creditor of the client who will initiate the action, notes Casserly.
Lawyers have a code (rule 1.14) that gives them a
responsibility to act if a client were impaired, says Kerry
Peck, managing partner of Peck Ritchey in Chicago. He
literally wrote the book on Alzheimer’s and the Law .
In Illinois, each county offers a public guardian – “a
third-party decision-maker” – that can help. They may
manage a person’s assets and/or health care. Your state
may have a similar mechanism, or a department on
aging or adult protective services, that can assist. BielowMcAfee says Alabama now requires advisers to report to
them when elderly clients are suspected of being abused or
incapacitated. Other states may follow.
“We’re seeing an epidemic of caregiver exploitation,”
says Peck. “Unfortunately, sometimes the family takes
advantage .... Tell your advisers that they should be on the
lookout for these types of issues.”
“There’s no question that the aging of America is
going to cause advisers to face these situations more and
more,” says Weiss. He encourages compliance P&Ps to
address them.
Editor’s Note: IA Watch has lumped all of our
coverage regarding working with elderly clients into one
place. Click on the “Elderly Clients” link on our tags page
 at www.iawatch.com . 

